Rest, Connect, and Celebrate!
We are so lucky to have Tali Weinberg joining us to co-host a special Shabbat experience as part of
Pearlstone’s summer Permaculture Design Certificate course.
Shabbat is time each week when we turn inwards to nourish the spiritual, emotional, and mental parts of
ourselves as well as a time to deepen connections within our community. We can embrace the weekly cycle
of radical rest and realignment together.

We will flow through guided grounding practices, communal meals, unstructured time together, and
relaxation time. For participants who have a regular Shabbat practice you will experience a Shabbat that
is unique and will reveal the magic of this place. If you have never experienced a Shabbat before you are in
for something wonderful!
Note: Pearlstone is a uniquely inclusive place. We have a Jewish identity we love, honor, and embody.
However, this is not evangelical or hierarchical. Our staff and participants are wonderfully diverse. We love,
honor, and learn from each other. This portion of the course is optional. You’re warmly invited to join!
Tali Weinberg is a healer, a farmer, and a cultural worker
who is passionate about the intersection between village
mindedness, just culture, food system resiliency, earth
medicine, and personal liberation. Over the past 15 years,
she has worked as farm manager and educator in the
context of rural farming/leadership internships such as
the Adamah fellowship in the Berkshires as well as cofounded and designed the Urban Adamah farm in
Berkeley, CA back in 2010. She has mentored and
empowered numerous fellowships and community
members with knowledge about food sovereignty and
resiliency. She became a seed saver and advocate after
working with Salt Spring Seeds back in 2008. Her journey
led her into the study of permaculture for 2 years as an
intern at the renowned Bullocks Permaculture Homestead
on Orcas Island, WA as well as serving as the intern
coordinator for their well-known internship program.

Rest, Connect, and Celebrate!
Tali helped to coordinate and co-found the Tel Sheva Desert Medicine Learning Site through the organization
BUSTAN in the Negev desert, working with Bedouin project partners to create a traditional medicine
sustainability site rooted in Bedouin traditional knowledge around plant medicine and natural building. She
coordinated a Permaculture Design Certification in partnership with Permaculture Action Network in
Berkeley and has also taught numerous workshops pertaining to sustainability including seed saving, soil
building, fermentation, grafting and fruit tree propagation, and co-taught an Introduction to Permaculture
course at Seattle University. In response to the renaissance of emerging interest in shifting the food system,
she founded the FB group Resiliency Rising Permaculture Group through which she curated a practical online
class series on various topics pertaining to regenerative earth culture. She is currently practicing Traditional
Chinese Medicine at the Madrona Integrative Health clinic on Salt Spring Island, BC on the unceded territories
of the Hul’qumi’num and SENĆOŦEN speaking peoples.

